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In Buffalo-Style Gardens, garden experts Sally Cunningham and 
Jim Charlier showcase the free-spirited, innovative gardens of Buffalo Niagara to

reveal how fences and furnishings, trees and ornamental plants, art and whimsy – and the element 
of surprise – can work together to transform an ordinary space into your own memorable garden. 
It’s about seeing your space with new eyes and not letting existing limitations stop you from being out-of-the-box
creative. You’ll find hundreds of design, planting and DIY tips to make it a reality. Full color photography throughout. 
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Create a Quirky, One-of-a-Kind Private Garden 
with Eye-Catching Designs

Sally Cunningham
The Buffalo News andBuffalo

Spree Magazine columnist, past
radio and TV garden

personality, garden travel host
with AAA, renowned garden
speaker, and author of Great

Garden Companions.

Jim Charlier
Past president of Garden 
Walk Buffalo, America’s

largest garden tour, long time
garden blogger, horticultural

tourism consultant, and 
garden photographer.

“Buffalo-Style Gardens is a
joyful tour through the offbeat,
artistic, handmade sensibility
that has put this hip, hard-
scrabble, urban community 
on the horticultural map.”
~ Amy Stewart, author, 
The Drunken Botanist,

Wicked Plants, and 
the Kopp Sisters series.

“Buffalo-Style Gardens beautifully
captures the exuberant colors,

inventive use of small spaces, and
the joyful creativity present in the
gardens on tour. Everyone who
loves outdoor living spaces will be

inspired and delighted by this book.”
~ C.L. Fornari, author, 

The Cocktail Hour Garden;
GardenLady.com

“By turns quirky, 
fun and inspiring, this
book is a roadmap 
to designing gardens 
from the heart.”

~ Susan Morrison,
landscape designer

and author, The Less is
More Garden and co-
author of Garden Up!

“To date what has been lacking is a book
devoted to the quirky and weird gardens
of Buffalo (there are lots of beautiful
garden coffee table books but few

specialize in whimsy!). I teach a course
entitled ‘Weird and Wonderful Gardens

of the World’ – I can hardly wait to
steal some examples from this book!”
~ Dr. Richard W. Benfield, author,

Garden Tourism
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